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Abstract 
The municipalities in Bulgaria are one of the main and direct beneficiaries of the financial assistance provided 
by Cohesion, Structural and Investment funds of European Union, by developing and implementing projects which are 
part of Operational programs. In the last few years in Bulgaria the problems with development of rural municipalities 
is getting deep. The development and realization of project, co-funded by funds of EU, give opportunity to be resolved 
key issues concerning economic, social and environmental development of rural municipalities. 
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3 2 1 2 2 0 
 4 4 4 2 3 2 
 
2007-2013 
5 2 7 2 1 0 
 
2007-2013 
1 2 2 0 0 1 
 4 0 6 0 0 0 
 
2007-2013 
5 15 1 1 4 3 
 
2014-2020 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
 
2014-2020 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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529  406  205 957  184  269  
 
 675  329  290  
 
132  341  154  
 
2007-2013 






56 864  7 880  73 166  
  
22 177 405 
 
 
12 199 939,40 
 
 
11 222 300,82 
 
   
 
2007-2013 
5 915  8 912 734,84 
 
119  4 833 476 
 
10 446 974,79 
 










46   48 895,75 
 









80 049 822,40 
 
21 335 653,49 
 
95 188 440,45 
 
9 761 311,75 
 
12 312 651,79 
 
34 640 376,43 
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